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1 Executive Summary
1.1 A pre-version of deliverable D5.3
This deliverable D5.3 was initially due by M30. Since we made significant progress on it, we present here the
state of our work (more explanations are given further).
1.2 Summary of deliverable content and initial objectives
This deliverable contains the demonstration of 3D reconstructions of individual plants, but only from an
indoor prototype of a phenotyping station. Initial objectives aimed at both indoor and outdoor
acquisitions, which remains our goal for M36. Plants presented here are specimens of Arabidopsis
thaliana and Chenopodium album grown in controlled culture chambers. Plants are either living plants
(of both species) or “stabilized” models of Arabidopsis thaliana.
We present in this document pictures of this 3D models. Files of corresponding 3D objects are
available online.
1.3 Partners involved
Leader:
Participants:

CNRS
CNRS, Sony CSL, INRIA

1.4 Relation with other work packages and tasks
Relation to WP5 tasks. These first 3D reconstructions required the partial completion of tasks T5.1, T5.2 and
T5.3, that can be summarized into building the prototype of a plant phenotyping station, the building of a
database and the development of the first image analysis pipeline, respectively.
Relation to other ROMI work packages: This deliverable was highly dependent on recent progress made with
the hardware and OS of the LettuceThink prototype (WP2), especially gimbals and brackets required to hold
and orient the image sensors. We also teamed up with INRIA to help them developing a first version of a virtual
model of Arabidopsis thaliana (WP6). In particular, we are currently testing whether virtual images generated
by this model could be processed by our current image analysis pipeline. The workpackage is also related to
WP4 that develops adaptive techniques to control the camera movements.
1.5 WebLinks to videos, flyers …
Examples of 3D-reconstructions can be downloaded at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1u7FCq0ZtE7G8fgafruMfF16KsD4ZuMp0
1.6 Dissemination / IPR policy
Workshops, conferences : Presentation by Timothée Wintz (Sony CSL) of a first image-analysis algorithm at the
‘Computer Vision Problems in Plant Phenotyping’ (CVPPP) 2018, (September 6, 2018, Newcastle, UK). A version
of the submitted work available here.
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Press Release: an article in the daily generalist French newspaper "Le Monde". Published 2018/02/07, title:
"Comment les plantes excellent en maths".
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2 Main body
2.1 Description of work done
2.1.1 Why this early release of D5.3 ?
3D reconstruction of individual plants is a major challenge in the fields of plant phenotyping and computer
vision. Many features of plant architecture make precise 3D-reconstructions a daunting task: the repetitive
nature of plant branching pattern, the wide range of size of structural botanical elements, the asymmetry in
volume (e.g. large but thin leaves) the existence of many visual occlusions hiding inner structures...
State-of-the-art techniques still lack robustness to variations in the conditions of acquisition and are not
generic to any type of plants. Moreover, technologies employed are not cheap and the throughput can be slow.
In this context, achieving precise automatized 3D-reconstruction of individual plant from both indoor and
outdoor acquisitions with a budget-price for both robotics and sensor is a very ambitious goal. Hence, this
objective was set as a late deliverable, after months 30 and 48 of the project. However, it required to be
started right from the kick-off of ROMI project to keep this aim realistic. Since november 2017, we have been
tackling this issue seriously, with a marked step up in summer 2018 after an engineer joined the CNRS
partner’s team. Here, we present the state of progress after 12 months in order to convince the reviewers that
we are on a good track to achieve successfully this deliverable.
2.1.2 General objective and initial target for this deliverable
The general objective is quantify precisely architectural traits of individual plants from sensor acquisitions
thanks to 3D-reconstructions (Input: 2D images or 3D data. Output: leaf angles, internode length, leaf surface,
number of leaves, number of fruits, estimates of biomass…). Plants are imaged either indoor or outdoor, in
field conditions, from the Lettuce-Think rover developed in the project. Outdoor conditions are expected to be
highly variable in terms of light, contrast, scenography and complexity of plants (mixture of species, of
developmental stages, …).
As a reminder, we list below the WP5 general tasks related to the content of this deliverable in initial plans.
Task ID

Description

Leader

Duration

T5.1

Sensors selection and data acquisition rate.

CNRS

M1-M12

T5.2

Data management infrastructure

CNRS

M1-M36

T5.3

3D+t plant segmentation

CNRS

M1–M48

2.1.3 First-year proof of concept: the phyllotaxy of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana
As an initial target (1st year of the ROMI project), we started indoor only. Besides, we mainly focused on the
model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, used routinely in research by partner CNRS. We chose as a trait of interest to
quantify the phyllotaxy of Arabidopsis inflorescence. The phyllotaxy is the arrangement of botanical structures
around axis of growth: in inflorescences of A. thaliana, it is described by the divergence angles between
successive branches, fruits or flowers and the distance (internode) between these elements (Image 1).
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Image 1: Phyllotaxis in plant and in the
model species Arabidopsis thaliana. A. The
regular and mathematical geometry of
phyllotaxis is very conspicuous in certain
species like in this sunflower head (Photo
Credit: Esdras Calderan/wikipedia, CC BY
2.0). It shows so-called “Fibonacci spirals”,
the most common arrangement in nature.
The model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, also
produces such spirals, as seen in the young
rosette leaves (B) or in flowers buds (C) . α
is the divergence angle between two
consecutive leaves. Although less obvious,
this arrangement is conserved in elongated
part of the plant (D) , and can be
characterized by measuring angles
between branches, fruit or flowers and
internode length.

For more than two centuries, the study of phyllotaxis has been gathering a large community of researchers
from biology, mathematics, physics and modeling. Partners CNRS and INRIA have dedicated many years of
research to this topic. Indeed, phyllotaxis is one of the most conspicuous example of regular and precise
patterns made by living organisms. For instance, the most frequent phyllotaxis observed in nature are regular
spirals with puzzling mathematical properties: they are linked to the numbers of the Fibonacci series and the
divergence angle between two consecutive element converge on average toward the golden angle (~
137.5°)(Kuhlemeier, 2017). Understanding the biological mechanisms controlling the formation of such robust
and precise pattern is a hot topic in modern fundamental biology and computational biology. However,
phenotyping phyllotaxis with a decent throughput is a major bottleneck in current research. Established
techniques are only manual, slow and tedious measurements.
In this context, phenotyping phyllotaxis is a strategic objective with many interests. First, it represents a real
phenotyping challenge. Divergence angle is a typical trait requiring 3D data. In the model plant A.
thaliana, it involves tiny and thin structures. Demonstrating the ability of our tool to accurately quantify
phyllotaxy would be a sound proof of its potential of precision. Second, beyond phyllotaxis, a large
community of research need affordable 3D-phenotyping solution to analyze many aspect of plant
architecture. Phyllotaxis phenotyping would be a visible proof-of-concept to a wide audience in constant
search of such technological breakthrough. Third, although it is not to date a useful agronomic indicator, more
knowledge on this trait could reveal interesting characteristics of plant development. Recently, CNRS
published that phyllotaxis variability differ between natural genetic backgrounds (Landrein et al., 2014), an
effect likely due difference in meristem size and productivity between the two stocks (meristems are
stem-cell-containing tissues at the origin of new organ production).
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2.1.4 Defining an operational strategy
We first designed a precise strategy to obtain 3D plant reconstructions. This strategy was not explicitly defined
in the initial project. Then, we detailed how we would achieve this goal by doing the best use of the skills and
expertise present among all the partners.
We propose to explore three different approaches of image analysis, that all connect downstream of a
common 3D phenotyping station (Image 1). Systematic assessment of the performance of each pipeline will be
essential to evaluate their relevance for the ROMI project.

Image 2: Design of the global strategy for 3D-reconstruction of individual plants, consisting in a 3D phenotyping

station and three different downstream image-analysis pipeline. 3D-objects can either be volume (voxel collection) or
point clouds, depending on the type of sensors used and the 3D-reconstruction algorithms developed

These different pipelines involve complementary approaches. In theory, they could perform similarly in
precision and accuracy but this has never been properly tested. Besides, they have different constraints:
computing resource, necessity of a training data set, existing state of the art and actual gaps with our precise
goal, flexibility of the pipeline for various traits and species. Developing in parallel these three approaches
mitigates the risk of facing a major obstacle that would compromise the completion of a particular pipeline.
Moreover, the three pipelines could be either used in combination or as alternative options, the optimal
pipeline being selected for different tasks: discrimination of plant species, monitoring crop health or
development status, etc.
Here are detailed the elements of this strategy, along with the partners mainly involved and their current
achievement:
1. The phenotyping station for 3D imaging: it could use one of several image sensors (Time-Of-Flight
depth sensor, RGB, or stereoscopic cameras, ...) positioned on a moveable arm to generate a 3D object
of a plant. This process may include early noise reduction of the 3D data. Components, especially the
sensors, are subject to constant testing and development.
-> CNRS and SonyCSL each installed a prototype station in their own facility. They will closely
collaborate to develop and maintain these machines (see also D2.1).
-> SonyCSL has already developed a voxel-based method (space carving) to generate 3D objects from
2D-RGB images. In parallel, INRIA will test soon another method using point clouds.
2. The geometry-based pipeline: The pipeline uses a geometrical approach to analyse the 3D data,
identify the plant and its parts and extract the angles and internodes.
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-> SonyCSL and INRIA will develop advanced tools for segmentation, feature extraction and
quantification.
3. The model-based pipeline: The approach in this pipeline is to grow a virtual plant incrementally inside
the 3D object, using an underlying plant model, e.g. L-system.
-> INRIA has already created a L-system model of Arabidopsis thaliana development (see also D6.1).
They will continue to improve this model and create new models for other plants (C. album). They will
closely interact with CNRS to design realistic models incorporating relevant and accurate biological
properties.
4. The deep learning based pipeline: Using machine learning, traits are extracted directly from the
images or the 3D data. This pipeline may be more adapted to extract qualitative phenotypes or as a
preprocessing to extract numeric parameters of a model.
-> SonyCSL will develop this pipeline and interact with INRIA to use virtual plant models. UBER is
developing adaptive algorithms in which neural networks are used to predict the camera view at
unvisited positions (see also D4.1).
5. Assessment of precision, accuracy and robustness. Performances will be benchmarked between
pipelines (and their evolving versions) both qualitatively (general aspect of 3D reconstruction) and
quantitatively (comparison of extracted features with manual measurements and with the other
pipelines). Robustness against variations coming either from plants (intra or inter species) or or from
the scenography (background, light, other objects in the vision field) will also be assessed.
-> CNRS will perform all these tests and comparisons.
6. Integration of all elements into a functional pipeline from plant acquisition to quantification of
architectural traits
-> CNRS will supervise this aspect. All images will be generated by the phenotyping station in Lyon,
with the plants cultured in the local facility (Arabidopsis thaliana, Chenopodium album, radishes).
The supervised approaches require a training data set. This is described in the figure below for the deep
learning based pipeline. Using an L-system, virtual Arabidopsis will be generated and rendered using a 3D
engine into point clouds and images. This set of virtual images and exact angles will be used to train the
network. Once trained, the network is used as shown in image 2.

Image 3: U
 se of virtual plant images generated by L-system Model to train CNN (deep-learning-based pipeline)

To assess precision and accuracy, angles and internodes automatically computed through the pipelines will be
first compared (as often as possible) to hand measurement following the protocol established by CNRS since
many years (Besnard et al., 2014; Guédon et al., 2013). These manual measurements do not provide an
absolute reference, since they also have an irreducible imprecision, which has been estimated close to 10°.
However, they will offer a comparison point to test whether the measure uncertainty of the image-analysis
pipeline falls in the same enveloppe. In case of major discrepancies, it will help identifying bias and errors in
one of the two methods. A second way to test the pipeline will be to analyse images of virtual Arabidopsis
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thaliana generated by models developed in WP6. Angles and internodes are known with absolute precision in
such models so that errors of the image analysis pipelines can be precisely measured.
In order to rigorously test the performance of each pipeline, CNRS has now created immutable models of
Arabidopsis plants, based on stabilisation techniques of real plants. With such techniques, dead plants maintain
their architecture over a very long time. We manually measured all these models for divergence angles and
internode length. They will constitute a collection of ground-truth references re-usable during the duration of
the ROMI project.
2.1.5 Developing an indoor plant phenotyping station (3D scanner)
The phenotyping station (image 4) is a prototype of a non-mobile version of the imaging system embarked on
the “LettuceThink” rover. The building of this bot fulfills two different and complementary objectives. First, it
eases the development of advanced 3D vision sensing of plants in a controlled, indoor environment. These
developments are meant to be eventually integrated in the functionalities of the mobile LettuceThink rover for
application in micro-farms.
Second, an indoor phenotyping station in itself is an interesting system for plant phenotyping in a research
context. Most existing plant phenotyping platforms are huge, high-throughput and expensive solutions, which
are not affordable for small scale research projects. Yet, many research groups in basic or applied plant science
would be interested in precisely measuring complex architectural traits with a medium throughput despite
limited time, space and money. A cheap, versatile and open-source indoor phenotyping station, easily
customizable, could match the needs of a wide research community.

Image 4: The indoor phenotyping station in Lyon (Partner CNRS). From left to right: a general view of the station
(black curtain is closed during acquisition) ; a view of the camera moving around a plant at the center of the station ; a
close-up on the camera at the tip of the moveable arm, with two motors for pan and tilt controls.

2.1.5.1 General specification of the indoor phenotyping station
ROMI’s philosophy is to favor cheap, open source and DIY hardware and software components to foster the
emergence of autonomous user communities, to be affordable for low budget projects and to boost the
dissemination of our research. The design should stay as simple as possible. To ensure the compatibility of
developments between indoor and outdoor robots, the main hardware and software components are the same
between the two systems. Hence, the moveable arm is mounted on the same xyz-motorized CNC as in the
rover (X-carve, a popular and open source machine available as a DIY build kit). The spindle of X-Carve is here
replaced by an arm holding the vision sensor. To this end, the tool-holding plate is modified to host an
aluminium hub on which the arm is attached. The sensor is mounted on a bracket controlled by two distinct
stepper motors providing two additional degrees of movement (pan and tilt, respectively, while X,Y and Z
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directions are controlled by the NEMA stepper motors of the X-carve). The frame is made of the same
aluminium profiles as the one used for the rover. The system is piloted with a single-board computer hosting
the LettuceThink Python library1. Initially, this computer was a RaspBerry Pi. Recently, the rover was equipped
with an Udoo X86 to afford more computing power, memory storage and development flexibility. In the indoor
phenotyping station, the system is now directly controlled from a laptop, running a Linux OS (Ubuntu 16.04
LTS). The total cost of the system, including sensors, is about ~3000 euros. Appropriate documentation has
been written for buying materials, mounting hardware and installing software and we keep constant up-dating
(see D2.1).
2.1.5.2 Testing sensors
So far, we have tested two types of sensors: a time-of -flight (ToF) camera (DepthSense DS525, Softkinetic) and
a standard RGB camera (Table 1).
Table 1: List of sensors tested (until Nov. 2018)
Sensor

type

Specifications

Price

Results

DepthSense
DS525

3D data (ToF)

RGB resolution: HD 720p
Depth FOV: 74x58 (HxV)

~ 150 €

Resolution is too low: thin
parts of the plant are not
captured

~ 500 €
(380
camera +
120 lens)

3D-reconstruction possible.
Under thorough testing.

RGB FOV: 63.2x49.3 (HxV)
Range: 15cm-1m
frame rate: 25-30 fps
SONY
α5100
with lens E PZ
16-50 mm F
3,5-5,6 steady
shot

2D RGB

Sensor resolution: 24.3
Mp
Focal length : 16-50 mm
FOV : 83°-32° (HxV)
Max opening : 3,5-5,6

The poor resolution of the RGB sensors of this ToF camera (720p) could not capture the thinnest elements of
Arabidopsis thaliana‘ s architecture (floral pedoncules). However, new ToF cameras with better resolution are
now commercially available and will be tested soon (e.g. Intel RealSense D435).
Satisfactory results have been obtained with a RGB digital camera. The tested camera is equipped with a lens of
good quality (See Table 1) and produce high resolution pictures (up to 24.3 Megapixels). We are now testing
the robustness of the acquisitions to different conditions (light, background color and textures, plants, etc…).
The effects of different optics (field of view, focal distance, f-number, resolution) from different cameras
(ideally cheaper) will be explored in the next few months. Currently, the optics tested does not allow to capture
plants higher than ~30-cm in one frame, but moving the arm on Z-axis should allow imaging plants of about
1-meter height.

1

https://github.com/romi/lettucethink-python/
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Image 5: The dimensions of the sample stage in the

phenotyping station equipped with a RGB digital camera
(version Nov. 2018). The distance and angle of view
capture frames of ~ 30-cm height.

Finally we also plan to try stereoscopic cameras as a third type of technology.
2.1.6 Implementing the first image-analysis pipeline

Image 6: Description of the first geometry-based pipeline using a voxel approach to reconstruct 3D Arabidopsis
flowering stems.

Since 2D RGB pictures were of decent quality, we first developed an image analysis pipeline from this input
(image 6). The pipeline uses a voxel-based approach to generate a 3D object made of a binary volume (a “hull”
wrapped around the plant shape). Camera positions are registered from structure-from-motion techniques
(using the free software ColMap) and plants are isolated from the scene with a crude RGB- or intensity-based
masking. The main program (“space-carving”) combines binary masks and camera position to generate a 3D
“hull” wrapped around the plant shape. Since getting measures out of the pipeline is essential to perform
assessment, we implemented a first segmentation script to get angles and internode sequences and continue
to work to improve it.
2.1.7 Preliminary results: first 3D reconstructions of individual plants and quantitative
measures
The voxel-based pipeline has already been tested on a few plants, mainly Arabidopsis thaliana and some
chenopodium album. Arabidopsis specimens are either whole plants, only pruned main stems or immuable
plant models (dead stabilized plants). We provide a set of 9 3D reconstructions of individual plants (.ply
format), accompanied with a representative 2D RGB snapshot of the plant taken by the camera in the station.
For a few of them, we tested segmentation and automatic extraction of phyllotaxis and compared it to manual
measurements. An example is given below in image 7 and 8.
Conclusion: the 3D-reconstruction generates realistic volumes, with a 3D object amenable to segmentation
even with a rudimentary algorithm. Although some elements are missed, they are visible in the 3D object,
indicating that better segmentation should be able to retrieve those elements (Image 7). Preliminary
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observations of quantitative measures suggest an overall good congruence with manual measurements,
especially for angles (image 8). More measurements are underway to test the precision and accuracy
statistically.

Image 7: 3D-reconstruction of an inflorescence stem of Arabidopsis thaliana. Branches are pruned to get a simpler

architecture, leaving a small piece of stem subtended by a leaf. A, 2D-RGB picture taken by the phenotyping station
(one out of 72 circular poses). B, corresponding binary mask. C, 3D volume (snapshot). D, segmentation of the
previous volume into main stem (blue) and lateral axes (red). All lateral axis (branch appendices or fruits) but 3,4 and
13 were segmented.

Image 8: Comparing manual with computer-vision measurement. Divergence angles (left panel) and internode length

(right panel) of the plant shown in image 6 where measured manually with the standard protocol (blue line). Measures
computed by the first image-analysis pipeline tested are indicated in red. Dashed black line indicate the golden angle,
the average value expected in Arabidopsis phyllotaxis. Note that interval 2, 3, 4 and 12 where removed because the
organs involved were not properly segmented.
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2.1.8 Setting-up tools for efficient collaborative development and dissemination
We chose OMERO (Open Microscopy Environment) as a database to store all images generated by the
phenotyping station. If we are satisfied, this solution could be extended to all images acquired by ROMI’s bots
(rover, cablebot). This open source platform is increasingly used by biologists to manage the wealth of data
coming from recent microscopy techniques. Supporting more than 140 image formats, it allows many
operations on images: storing, organizing and viewing data, performing various analysis and publishing
(possibility to create public access to selected data). Partner CNRS will take advantage of his knowledge and
experience with this tool to tailor it to ROMI’s purpose.
An OMERO database has been installed on a distant server accessible by all partners and is currently being
tested.
All codes related to the command of the station, automatic upload of images on the database with correct
metadata management and 3D reconstruction, segmentation and measurements are shared through a shared
repository on github. Appropriate documentation is generated and updated carefully in order to ease its public
access by the end of the ROMI project.
2.2 Deviations in respect to the plans
As mentioned above, this deliverable was initially meant to demo 3D-reconstructions of plants both indoor and
outdoor by month 30. Most of this work started very recently during summer 2018, because several partners
(INRIA and CNRS) looked for a long time before hiring adequate candidates: 1 engineer joined in July 2018, 1
PhD student in November 2018 and an another PhD student as well as a post-doc will join in Feb. 2018. Since
promising results were already obtained indoor, we are now confident that the initial milestone will be
achieved.
2.3 Conclusion and next steps
We have developed a functional prototype of an indoor plant phenotyping station with an integrated
image-analysis pipeline, which generates 3D-reconstruction of individual plants. As a demo, we deliver here a
set of nine 3D files corresponding to the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana or the weed Chenopodium album
(seven and two, respectively. See table in annexes). We show that this 3D-reconstruction can be segmented to
measure A. thaliana p
 hyllotaxis (divergence angles and internodes), a challenging trait for which no
automatized measurement solution exists to date.
This prototype will allow various development in order to explore the best 3D-imaging solutions that could be
embarked on the LettuceThink rover developed in the ROMI project. Moreover, this phenotyping platform will
also be develop to offer low-cost small-scale non-mobile phenotyping solutions to research laboratories.
In the next two years, we will focus our efforts on:
●
●
●
●
●

Testing different type of sensors (and several models for each type), trying to find the optimal ratio for
price/image-quality ;
Developing solutions for three types of image-analysis pipelines (Geometry-based, Model-based or
Deep-learning-based) ;
Assessing the accuracy and precision of computed measurement of each pipeline ;
Evaluating the robustness of each pipeline to different conditions, in particular outdoor conditions;
Improving the design, ergonomy of the phenotyping system and its integration to the rover.
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Annexe 1: List of the 3D reconstructions provided as a deliverable
file name

plant type

sample

state

folder

arabidoA_ms.jpg/ply arabidopsis (A)

main stem

living plant

2018-11-27_11-24-05

arabidoB_ms.jpg/ply arabidopsis (B)

main stem

living plant

2018-11-30_13-34-47

arabidoC_ms.jpg/ply arabidopsis (C)

main stem

living plant

2018-11-27_15-23-43

arabidoD_ms.jpg/ply arabidopsis (D)

main stem

living plant

2018-11-27_17-45-56

arabidoA_fp.jpg/ply

arabidopsis (A)

full plant

living plant

2018-11-27_11-11-55

chenoA_fp.jpg/ply

chenopodium (A) full plant

living plant

2018-11-08_15-37-38

chenoB_fp.jpg/ply

chenopodium (B) full plant

living plant

2018-11-08_15-51-21

GT1.jpg/ply

arabidopsis (GT1) main stem

stabilized plant

2018-11-27_15-41-56

GT2.jpg/ply

arabidopsis (GT2) main stem

stabilized plant

2018-11-27_16-05-00
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